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ABSTRACT
In [2] a simple ODE model describing interactions between tumour and immune system was
proposed. Latter on in [3] that model was generalised by considering a general form of the stimulus
function f and in addition a discrete time delay (τ ) representing time lag in the immune system
response to presence of antigens was incorporated into the model. We further generalise the model
from [3] by considering instead of discrete delay a distributed one.
We analyse basic mathematical properties of generalised model and discuss the existence of
steady states and theirs stability depending on the forms of considered probability densities (ones
with compact support (triangular and uniform) and that without compact support (Erlang) including possible shifts). We show that for unstable (for ODE model) steady states an introduction of
the distributed delay will not change theirs stability – that holds for a whole class of distributed
delays. We also show that the stability of the tumour free steady state does not depend on delay.
To evaluate the model with experimental data for mice B-cell lymphoma, [5], we adjust the
idea of linear chain trick [4] and derive numerical procedures allowing to solve the systems with
distributed delays using standard algorithms for ODEs or differential equations with discrete delays. Our fitting results show a good agreement of model solutions with the experimental data with
mean square errors at the same comparable level for all considered probability densities.
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